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(57) ABSTRACT 
An encoder generates data representing an audio scene by a 
first downmix and data characterizing audio objects. In 
addition, a direction dependent diffuseness parameter 
indicative of a degree of diffuseness of a residual downmix 
is provided where the residual downmix corresponds to a 
downmix of audio components of the audio scene with the 
audio objects being removed. A rendering apparatus com 
prises a receiver receiving the data from the encoder. A 
circuit generates signals for a spatial speaker configuration 
from the audio objects. A transformer generates non-diffuse 
Sound signals for the spatial speaker configuration by apply 
ing a first transformation to the residual downmix and 
another transformer generates signals for the spatial speaker 
configuration by applying a second transformation to the 
residual downmix by applying a decorrelation to the residual 
downmix. The transformations are dependent on the direc 
tion dependent diffuseness parameter. The signals are com 
bined to generate an output signal. 
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SPATAL AUDIO RENDERING AND 
ENCODING 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The invention relates to spatial audio rendering 
and/or encoding, and in particular, but not exclusively, to 
spatial audio rendering systems with different spatial 
speaker configurations. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Digital encoding of various source signals has 
become increasingly important over the last decades as 
digital signal representation and communication increas 
ingly has replaced analogue representation and communi 
cation. For example, audio content, such as speech and 
music, is increasingly based on digital content encoding. 
0003) Audio encoding formats have been developed to 
provide increasingly capable, varied and flexible audio ser 
vices and in particular audio encoding formats Supporting 
spatial audio services have been developed. 
0004 Well known audio coding technologies like DTS 
and Dolby Digital produce a coded multi-channel audio 
signal that represents the spatial image as a number of 
channels that are placed around the listener at fixed posi 
tions. For a speaker setup that is different from the setup that 
corresponds to the multi-channel signal, the spatial image 
will be suboptimal. Also, these channel based audio coding 
systems are typically not able to cope with a different 
number of speakers. 
0005 MPEG Surround provides a multi-channel audio 
coding tool that allows existing mono- or Stereo-based 
coders to be extended to multi-channel audio applications. 
0006 FIG. 1 illustrates an example of elements of an 
MPEG Surround system. Using spatial parameters obtained 
by analysis of the original multichannel input, an MPEG 
Surround decoder can recreate the spatial image by a con 
trolled upmix of the mono- or stereo signal to obtain a 
multichannel output signal. Since the spatial image of the 
multi-channel input signal is parameterized, 
0007 MPEG Surround allows for decoding of the same 
multi-channel bit-stream by rendering devices that do not 
use a multichannel speaker setup. An example is virtual 
Surround reproduction on headphones, which is referred to 
as the MPEG Surround binaural decoding process. In this 
mode a realistic Surround experience can be provided while 
using regular headphones. Another example is the pruning 
of higher order multichannel outputs, e.g. 7.1 channels, to 
lower order setups, e.g. 5.1 channels. 
0008. In order to provide for a more flexible representa 
tion of audio, MPEG standardized a format known as 
Spatial Audio Object Coding (MPEG-D SAOC). In con 
trast to multichannel audio coding systems such as DTS, 
Dolby Digital and MPEG Surround, SAOC provides effi 
cient coding of individual audio objects rather than audio 
channels. Whereas in MPEG Surround, each speaker chan 
nel can be considered to originate from a different mix of 
sound objects, SAOC makes individual sound objects avail 
able at the decoder side for interactive manipulation as 
illustrated in FIG. 2. In SAOC, multiple sound objects are 
coded into a mono or stereo downmix together with para 
metric data allowing the sound objects to be extracted at the 
rendering side thereby allowing the individual audio objects 
to be available for manipulation e.g. by the end-user. 
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0009 Indeed, similarly to MPEG Surround, SAOC also 
creates a mono or stereo downmix. In addition object 
parameters are calculated and included. At the decoder side, 
the user may manipulate these parameters to control various 
features of the individual objects, such as position, level. 
equalization, or even to apply effects such as reverb. FIG. 3 
illustrates an interactive interface that enables the user to 
control the individual objects contained in an 
0010 SAOC bitstream. By means of a rendering matrix 
individual sound objects are mapped onto speaker channels. 
0011 Indeed, the variation and flexibility in the rendering 
configurations used for rendering spatial Sound has 
increased significantly in recent years with more and more 
reproduction formats becoming available to the mainstream 
consumer. This requires flexible representation of audio. 
Important steps have been taken with the introduction of the 
MPEG Surround codec. Nevertheless, audio is still produced 
and transmitted for a specific loudspeaker setup. Reproduc 
tion over different setups and over non-standard (i.e. flexible 
or user-defined) speaker setups is not specified. This prob 
lem can be partly solved by SAOC, which transmits audio 
objects instead of reproduction channels. This allows the 
decoder-side to place the audio objects at arbitrary positions 
in space, provided that the space is adequately covered by 
speakers. This way there is no relation between the trans 
mitted audio and the reproduction setup, hence arbitrary 
speaker setups can be used. This is advantageous for e.g. 
home cinema setups in a typical living room, where the 
speakers are almost never at the intended positions. In 
SAOC, it is decided at the decoder side where the objects are 
placed in the Sound Scene, which is often not desired from 
an artistic point-of-view. The SAOC standard does provide 
ways to transmit a default rendering matrix in the bitstream, 
eliminating the decoder responsibility. However the pro 
vided methods rely on either fixed reproduction setups or on 
unspecified syntax. Thus SAOC does not provide normative 
means to transmit an audio scene independently of the 
speaker setup. More importantly, SAOC is not well 
equipped to the faithful rendering of diffuse signal compo 
nents. Although there is the possibility to include a so called 
multichannel background object to capture the diffuse 
Sound, this object is tied to one specific speaker configura 
tion. 
0012 Another specification for an audio format for 3D 
audio is being developed by the 3D Audio Alliance (3DAA) 
which is an industry alliance initiated by SRS (Sound 
Retrieval System) Labs. 3DAA is dedicated to develop 
standards for the transmission of 3D audio, that “will 
facilitate the transition from the current speaker feed para 
digm to a flexible object-based approach”. In 3DAA, a 
bitstream format is to be defined that allows the transmission 
of a legacy multichannel downmix along with individual 
Sound objects. In addition, object positioning data is 
included. The principle of generating a 3DAA audio stream 
is illustrated in FIG. 4. 

0013. In the 3DAA approach, the sound objects are 
received separately in the extension stream and these may be 
extracted from the multi-channel downmix. The resulting 
multi-channel downmix is rendered together with the indi 
vidually available objects. 
0014. The objects may consist of so called stems. These 
stems are basically grouped (downmixed) tracks or objects. 
Hence, an object may consist of multiple Sub-objects packed 
into a stem. In 3DAA, a multichannel reference mix can be 
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transmitted with a selection of audio objects. 3DAA trans 
mits the 3D positional data for each object. The objects can 
then be extracted using the 3D positional data. Alternatively, 
the inverse mix-matrix may be transmitted, describing the 
relation between the objects and the reference mix. 
0015. From the description of 3DAA, sound-scene infor 
mation is likely transmitted by assigning an angle and 
distance to each object, indicating where the object should 
be placed relative to e.g. the default forward direction. This 
is useful for point-sources but fails to describe wide sources 
(like e.g. a choir or applause) or diffuse sound fields (such 
as ambiance). When all point-sources are extracted from the 
reference mix, an ambient multichannel mix remains. Simi 
lar to SAOC, the residual in 3DAA is fixed to a specific 
speaker setup. 
0016. Thus, both the SAOC and 3DAA approaches incor 
porate the transmission of individual audio objects that can 
be individually manipulated at the decoder side. A difference 
between the two approaches is that SAOC provides infor 
mation on the audio objects by providing parameters char 
acterizing the objects relative to the downmix (i.e. Such that 
the audio objects are generated from the downmix at the 
decoder side) whereas 3DAA provides audio objects as full 
and separate audio objects (i.e. that can be generated inde 
pendently from the downmix at the decoder side). 
0017. A typical audio scene will comprise different types 
of Sound. In particular, an audio scene will often include a 
number of specific and spatially well-defined audio Sources. 
In addition, the audio scene may typically contain diffuse 
Sound components representing the general ambient audio 
environment. Such diffuse Sounds may include e.g. rever 
beration effects, non-directional noise, etc. 
0018. A critical problem is how to handle such different 
audio types and in particular how to handle such different 
types of audio in different speaker configurations. Formats 
such as SAOC and 3DAA can flexibly render point sources. 
However, although Such approaches may be advantageous 
over channel based approaches, the rendering of diffuse 
Sound sources at different speaker configurations is subop 
timal. 
0019. A different approach for differentiating the render 
ing of Sound point Sources and diffuse Sounds have been 
proposed in the article “Spatial Sound Reproduction with 
Directional Audio Coding', by Ville Pulkki, Journal Audio 
Engineering Society, Vol. 55, No. 6, June 2007. The article 
proposes an approach referred to as DirAC (Directional 
Audio Coding) wherein a downmix is transmitted along with 
parameters that enable a reproduction of a spatial image at 
the synthesis side. The parameters communicated in DirAC 
are obtained by a direction and diffuseness analysis. Spe 
cifically, DirAC discloses that in addition to communicating 
azimuth and elevation for Sound sources, a diffuseness 
indication is also communicated. During synthesis the 
downmix is divided dynamically into two streams, one that 
corresponds to non-diffuse sound, and another that corre 
sponds to the diffuse sound. The non-diffuse sound stream is 
reproduced with a technique aiming at point like Sound 
Sources, and the diffuse sound stream is rendered by a 
technique aiming at the perception of Sound which lacks 
prominent direction. 
0020. The downmixes described in the article are either a 
mono or a B-format type of downmix. In the case of a mono 
downmix, diffuse speaker signals are obtained by decorre 
lating the downmix using a separate decorrelator for each 
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loudspeaker position. In the case of a B-format downmix, 
virtual microphone signals are extracted for each loud 
speaker position from the B-format modeling cardioids in 
the direction of the reproduction speakers. These signals are 
split in a part representing the directional sources and a part 
representing diffuse sources. For the diffuse components, 
decorrelated versions of the virtual signals are added to the 
obtained point source contribution for each loudspeaker 
position. 
0021 However, although DirAC provides an approach 
that may improve audio quality over some systems that do 
not consider separate processing of spatially defined sound 
Sources and diffuse sounds, it tends to provide Suboptimal 
Sound quality. In particular, when adapting the system to 
different speaker configurations, the specific rendering of 
diffuse sounds based only on a relatively simple division of 
downmix signals into diffuse/non-diffuse components tend 
to result in a less than ideal rendering of the diffuse sound. 
In DirAC, the energy of the diffuse signal component is 
directly determined by the point sources present in the input 
signal. Therefore, it is not possible to e.g. generate a truly 
diffuse signal in the presence of point Sources. 
0022 Hence, an improved approach would be advanta 
geous and in particular an approach allowing increased 
flexibility, improved audio quality, improved adaptation to 
different rendering configurations, improved rendering of 
diffuse sounds and/or audio point sources of a sound scene 
and/or improved performance would be advantageous. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0023. Accordingly, the Invention seeks to preferably 
mitigate, alleviate or eliminate one or more of the above 
mentioned disadvantages singly or in any combination. 
0024. According to an aspect of the invention, there is 
provided a spatial audio rendering apparatus comprising: a 
circuit for providing a residual downmix and data charac 
terizing at least one audio object, the residual downmix 
corresponding to a downmix of audio components of an 
audio scene with the at least one audio object extracted; a 
receiver for receiving a diffuseness parameter indicative of 
a degree of diffuseness of the residual downmix; a first 
transformer for generating a first set of signals for a spatial 
speaker configuration by applying a first transformation to 
the residual downmix, the first transformation being depen 
dent on the diffuseness parameter, a second transformer for 
generating a second set of signals for the spatial speaker 
configuration by applying a second transformation to the 
residual downmix, the second transformation being depen 
dent on the diffuseness parameter and comprising a decor 
relation of at least one channel of the residual downmix; a 
circuit for generating a third set of signals for the spatial 
speaker configuration from the data characterizing the at 
least one audio object; and an output circuit for generating 
an output set of signals for the spatial speaker configuration 
by combining the first, second and third set of signals; and 
wherein the diffuseness parameter is direction dependent. 
0025. The invention may provide improved audio ren 
dering. In particular, it may in many embodiments and for 
many different audio scenes and rendering setups provide an 
improved audio quality and user experience. In many sce 
narios the approach may in particular provide an improved 
rendering of residual downmixes with improved consider 
ation of spatial characteristics of different audio components 
of the residual downmix. 
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0026. The inventors of the present invention have real 
ized that improved performance can often be achieved by 
not just considering two types of audio components. Indeed, 
in contrast to traditional approaches, the inventors have 
realized that it is advantageous to consider the downmix 
from which the residual downmix is derived to contain at 
least three types of audio components, namely specific audio 
Sources that are represented by audio objects and which 
accordingly may be extracted, specific spatially positioned 
audio Sources (e.g. point Sources) which are not represented 
by audio objects and which accordingly cannot be extracted 
from the downmix, and diffuse sound sources. Thus, the 
inventors have realized that it may be advantageous to 
process the residual downmix to render both spatially spe 
cific Sound components and diffuse Sound components. The 
inventors have further realized that rendering of diffuse 
Sound components separately from spatially more specific 
Sound components may provide improved audio rendering. 
The inventors have also realized that some sound compo 
nents may be both diffuse yet still exhibit spatial character 
istics, and that an improved spatial rendering of Such par 
tially diffuse Sound Sources provide improved sound quality. 
0027. The use of a direction dependent diffuseness 
parameter allows e.g. an encoder to control the rendering 
side processing to provide improved rendering of the 
residual downmix, and in particular may allow a rendering 
of (in particular) diffuse or partially diffuse sound compo 
nents to be adapted to variety of spatial speaker configura 
tions. 

0028 Indeed, the approach may in many scenarios pro 
vide improved rendering of the residual sound field for 
flexible speaker locations with the rendering providing 
appropriate handling of both the point sources and (partially) 
diffuse Sound components in the residual signal. E.g. point 
like sources may be adapted to a given configuration using 
panning whereas diffuse components may be distributed 
over the available speakers to provide a homogenous non 
directional reproduction. A Sound field may also consist of 
partially diffuse Sound components, i.e. Sound sources which 
have some diffuse and some non-diffuse components. In the 
following, a reference to a diffuse signal component is 
accordingly also intended to be inclusive of a reference to a 
partially diffuse signal component. 
0029. In the approach, the residual downmix is processed 
in parallel to provide both a rendering suitable for non 
diffuse sound components and for diffuse Sound compo 
nents. In particular, the first set of signals may represent 
non-diffuse sound components whereas the second set of 
signals may represent diffuse Sound components. In particu 
lar, the approach may result in the first set of signals 
rendering spatially specific Sound Sources of the residual 
downmix in accordance with an approach Suitable for spe 
cific sound Sources (e.g. panning), while allowing the sec 
ond set of signals to provide a diffuse sound rendering 
suitable for diffuse sounds. Furthermore, by such processes 
in response to a direction dependent diffuseness parameter 
that may be generated at the encoder, an appropriate and 
improved rendering of both types of audio components can 
be achieved. Furthermore, in the approach, specific audio 
Sources may be rendered using audio object processing and 
manipulation. Thus, the approach may allow efficient ren 
dering of three types of sound components in the audio scene 
thereby providing an improved user experience. 
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0030 The application of decorrelation by the second 
transformer provides for an improved perception of diffuse 
Sound components and in particular allows it to be differ 
entiated from the part of the residual downmix being repro 
duced as spatially more defined sound components (i.e. it 
allows the rendered sound from the second set of signals to 
be perceptually differentiated from the rendered sound from 
the first set of signals). The decorrelation may in particular 
provide improved diffuse sound perceptions when there is a 
mismatch in speaker positions between the position assumed 
for the residual downmix and the actual position of the 
spatial speaker configuration. Indeed, the decorrelation pro 
vides an improved perception of diffuseness which in the 
system can be applied while still maintaining spatial char 
acteristics for e.g. point Sources in the residual downmix due 
to the processing in parallel paths. The relative weighting of 
the diffuse/non-diffuse renderings may be dependent on the 
actual relationship between diffuse and non-diffuse sound in 
the residual downmix. This can be determined at the encoder 
side and communicated to the rendering side via the dif 
fuseness parameter. The rendering side can accordingly 
adapt its processing dependent on e.g. the ratio of diffuse to 
non-diffuse Sound in the residual downmix. As a conse 
quence, the system may provide improved rendering and in 
particular be much more robust to differences between the 
spatial rendering assumptions associated with the residual 
downmix and the actual spatial speaker configuration used at 
the rendering side. This may in particular provide a system 
which can achieve improved adaptation to many different 
rendering speaker setups. 
0031. The circuit for providing the residual downmix 
may specifically be able to receive or generate the residual 
downmix. For example, the residual downmix may be 
received from an external or internal source. In some 
embodiments, the residual downmix may be generated and 
received from an encoder. In other embodiments, the 
residual downmix may be generated by the audio rendering 
apparatus, e.g. from a received downmix and data charac 
terizing the audio object(s). 
0032. The residual downmix may be associated with a 
specific spatial configuration. The spatial configuration may 
be a rendering speaker configuration, Such as a nominal, 
reference or assumed spatial configuration of the positions 
of the rendering speakers (which may be real or virtual 
speakers). In some scenarios, the spatial configuration of the 
residual downmix may be associated with a sound.(field) 
capture configuration, such as a microphone configuration 
resulting in the Sound components of the residual downmix. 
An example of Such a configuration is a B format represen 
tation which may be used as a representation for the residual 
downmix. 

0033. The spatial speaker configuration may be a spatial 
configuration of real or virtual sound transducers. In par 
ticular, each signal/channel of the output set of signals may 
be associated with a given spatial position. The signal is then 
rendered to appear to a listener to arrive from this position. 
0034. The data characterizing the audio object(s) may 
characterize the audio object(s) by a relative characterization 
(e.g. relative to the downmix (which may also be received 
from an encoder)), or may be an absolute and/or complete 
characterization of the audio object(s) (such as a complete 
encoded audio signal). Specifically, the data characterizing 
the audio objects may be spatial parameters describing how 
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audio objects are generated from the downmix (such as in 
SAOC) or may be independent representations of the audio 
objects (such as in 3DAA). 
0035 An audio object may be an audio signal component 
corresponding to a single Sound source in the represented 
audio environment. Specifically, the audio object may 
include audio from only one position in the audio environ 
ment. An audio object may have an associated position but 
not be associated with any specific rendering Sound Source 
configuration, and may specifically not be associated with 
any specific loudspeaker configuration. 
0036. In accordance with an optional feature of the 
invention, the diffuseness parameter comprises individual 
diffuseness values for different channels of the residual 
downmix. 
0037. This may provide a particular advantageous audio 
rendering in many embodiments. In particular, each channel 
of a multi-channel downmix may be associated with a 
spatial configuration (e.g. a real or virtual speaker setup) and 
the direction dependent diffuseness parameter may provide 
an individual diffuseness value for each of these channels/ 
directions. Specifically, the diffuseness parameter may indi 
cate the weight/proportion of diffuseness respectively non 
diffuseness in each downmix channel. This may allow the 
rendering to be adapted to the specific characteristics of the 
individual downmix channels. 
0038. In some embodiments, the diffuseness parameter 
may be frequency dependent. This may allow an improved 
rendering in many embodiments and scenarios. 
0039. In accordance with an optional feature of the 
invention, a contribution of the second transformation rela 
tive to a contribution of the first transformation in the output 
signal increases for the diffuseness parameter indicating an 
increased diffuseness (at least one channel of the residual 
downmix). 
0040. This may provide improved rendering of an audio 
scene. The weighting of non-correlated and decorrelated 
rendering of each downmix channel may be adapted based 
on the diffuseness parameter thereby allowing the rendering 
to be adapted to the specific characteristics of the audio 
scene. An increased diffuseness will decrease the energy of 
the component of the first set of signals originating from the 
specific channel of the residual downmix and will increase 
the energy of the component of the second set of signals 
originating from the specific channel of the residual down 
mix. 

0041. In some embodiments, a first weight for a channel 
of the residual downmix for the first transformation 
decreases for the diffuseness parameter indicating increased 
diffuseness, and a second weight for the channel of the 
residual downmix for the second transformation increases 
for the diffuseness parameter indicating increased diffuse 
CSS. 

0042. In accordance with an optional feature of the 
invention, a combined energy of the first set of signals and 
the second set of signals is Substantially independent of the 
diffuseness parameter. 
0043. The signal independent value may be independent 
of any characteristics of the residual downmix. Specifically, 
the signal independent value may be a fixed and/or prede 
termined value. The approach may specifically maintain the 
relative energy levels of the downmix channel(s) in the first 
and second sets of signals. Effectively, each downmix chan 
nel may be distributed across the first transformation and the 
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second transformation with a distribution that depends on 
the diffuseness parameter but which does not change the 
overall energy level of the downmix channel relative to other 
downmix channels. 
0044. In accordance with an optional feature of the 
invention, the second transformer is arranged to adjust an 
audio level of a first signal of the second set of signals in 
response to a distance of a speaker position associated with 
the first signal to at least one neighboring speaker position 
associated with a different signal of the second set of signals. 
0045. This may provide an improved rendering and may 
in particular allow an improved rendering of diffuse Sound 
components of the residual downmix. The proximity may be 
an angular proximity and/or distance to the nearest speaker 
or speakers. In some embodiments the audio level for a first 
channel may be adjusted in response to an angular interval 
from a listening position in which the speaker corresponding 
to the first channel is the closest speaker. 
0046. In some embodiments, the spatial speaker configu 
ration may comprise a number of channels corresponding to 
the number of channels in the residual downmix, and the 
second transformer may be arranged to map channels of the 
residual downmix to speaker positions of the spatial render 
ing configuration in response to spatial information associ 
ated with the residual downmix. 
0047. This may provide improved rendering in some 
embodiments. In particular, each downmix channel may be 
associated with a nominal, reference or assumed spatial 
position and this may be matched to the speaker position of 
the rendering configuration which most closely matches this. 
0048. In accordance with an optional feature of the 
invention, the residual downmix comprises fewer channels 
than a number of speaker positions of the spatial speaker 
configuration, and wherein the second transformer is 
arranged to generate a plurality of signals of the second set 
of signals by applying a plurality of decorrelations to at least 
a first channel of the residual downmix. 
0049. This may provide a particularly advantageous ren 
dering of diffuse Sound and may provide an improved user 
experience. 
0050. In accordance with an optional feature of the 
invention, the second transformer is arranged to generate a 
further plurality of signals of the second set of signals by 
applying a plurality of decorrelations to a second channel of 
the residual downmix, the second channel not being a 
channel of the at least first channels. 
0051. This may provide a particularly advantageous ren 
dering of diffuse Sound and may provide an improved user 
experience. In particular, the use of a plurality, and in many 
embodiments advantageously all, of the downmix channels 
to generate additional diffuse sound signals may provide a 
particularly advantageous diffuse sound rendering. In par 
ticular, it may increase the decorrelation between channels 
and thus increase the perception of diffuseness. 
0052. In some embodiments, the same decorrelation may 
be applied to the first and second channel thereby reducing 
complexity while still generating sound signals that are 
decorrelated and thus are perceived as diffuse sound. This 
may still provide decorrelated signals provided the input 
signals to the decorrelator are decorrelated. 
0053. In accordance with an optional feature of the 
invention, the second set of signals comprises fewer signals 
than a number of speaker positions in the spatial speaker 
configuration. 
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0054. In some embodiments diffuse signals may only be 
rendered from a subset of the speakers of the spatial speaker 
configuration. This may in many scenarios result in an 
improved perception of diffuse Sound. 
0055. In some embodiments, the residual downmix com 
prises more channels than a number of speaker positions of 
the spatial speaker configuration, and wherein the second 
transformer is arranged to ignore at least one channel of the 
residual downmix when generating the second set of signals 
0056. This may provide a particularly advantageous ren 
dering of diffuse Sound and may provide an improved user 
experience. 
0057. In accordance with an optional feature of the 
invention, the residual downmix comprises more channels 
than a number of speaker positions of the spatial speaker 
configuration, and wherein the second transformer is 
arranged to combine at least two channels of the residual 
downmix when generating the second set of signals. 
0058. This may provide a particularly advantageous ren 
dering of diffuse Sound and may provide an improved user 
experience. 
0059. In accordance with an optional feature of the 
invention, the second transformer is arranged to generate the 
second set of signals to correspond to a sideways rendering 
of audio from the second set of signals. 
0060. This may provide a particularly advantageous ren 
dering of diffuse Sound and may provide an improved user 
experience. 
0061. In accordance with an optional feature of the 
invention, the receiver is arranged to receive a received 
downmix comprising the audio objects; and the circuit for 
providing the residual downmix is arranged to generate at 
least one audio object in response to the data characterizing 
the data objects, and to generate the residual downmix by 
extracting the at least one audio object from the received 
downmix. 
0062. This may provide a particularly advantageous 
approach in many embodiments. 
0063. In accordance with an optional feature of the 
invention, the spatial speaker configuration is different from 
a spatial sound representation of the residual downmix. 
0064. The invention may be particularly suitable for 
adapting a specific (residual) downmix to a different speaker 
configuration. The approach may provide for a system which 
allows improved and flexible adaptation to different speaker 
setups. 
0065 According to an aspect of the invention there is 
provided a spatial audio encoding apparatus comprising: a 
circuit for generating encoded data representing an audio 
scene by a first downmix and data characterizing at least one 
audio object; a circuit for generating a direction dependent 
diffuseness parameter indicative of a degree of diffuseness 
of a residual downmix, the residual downmix corresponding 
to a downmix of audio components of the audio scene with 
the at least one audio object being extracted; and an output 
circuit for generating an output data stream comprising the 
first downmix, the data characterizing the at least one audio 
object, and the direction dependent diffuseness parameter. 
0066. The first downmix may be the residual downmix. 
In some embodiments, the first downmix may be a downmix 
including the audio components of the audio scene and may 
in particular be a downmix including the at least one audio 
object. 
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0067. According to an aspect of the invention there is 
provided a method of generating spatial audio output sig 
nals, the method comprising: providing a residual downmix 
and data characterizing at least one audio object, the residual 
downmix corresponding to a downmix of audio components 
of an audio scene with the at least one audio object 
extracted; receiving a diffuseness parameter indicative of a 
degree of diffuseness of the residual downmix, generating a 
first set of signals for a spatial speaker configuration by 
applying a first transformation to the residual downmix, the 
first transformation being dependent on the diffuseness 
parameter; generating a second set of signals for the spatial 
speaker configuration by applying a second transformation 
to the residual downmix, the second transformation being 
dependent on the diffuseness parameter and comprising a 
decorrelation of at least one channel of the residual down 
mix; generating a third set of signals for the spatial speaker 
configuration from the data characterizing the at least one 
audio object; and generating an output set of signals for the 
spatial speaker configuration by combining the first, second 
and third set of signals; and wherein the diffuseness param 
eter is direction dependent. 
0068 According to an aspect of the invention there is 
provided a method of spatial audio encoding comprising: 
generating encoded data representing an audio scene by a 
first downmix and data characterizing at least one audio 
object; generating a direction dependent diffuseness param 
eter indicative of a degree of diffuseness of a residual 
downmix, the residual downmix corresponding to a down 
mix of audio components of the audio scene with the at least 
one audio object being extracted; and generating an output 
data stream comprising the first downmix, the data charac 
terizing the at least one audio object, and the direction 
dependent diffuseness parameter. 
0069. These and other aspects, features and advantages of 
the invention will be apparent from and elucidated with 
reference to the embodiment(s) described hereinafter. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0070 Embodiments of the invention will be described, 
by way of example only, with reference to the drawings, in 
which 

0071 FIG. 1 illustrates an example of elements of an 
MPEG Surround system in accordance with the prior art; 
0072 FIG. 2 exemplifies the manipulation of audio 
objects possible in MPEG SAOC: 
0073 FIG. 3 illustrates an interactive interface that 
enables the user to control the individual objects contained 
in a SAOC bitstream; 
0074 FIG. 4 illustrates an example of the principle of 
audio encoding of 3DAA in accordance with the prior art; 
0075 FIG. 5 illustrates an example of an audio rendering 
system in accordance with some embodiments of the inven 
tion; 
0076 FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a spatial audio 
encoding device in accordance with some embodiments of 
the invention; 
0077 FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a spatial audio 
rendering device in accordance with some embodiments of 
the invention; and 
0078 FIG. 8 illustrates an example of a spatial speaker 
configuration. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOME 
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

007.9 FIG. 5 illustrates an example of an audio rendering 
system in accordance with some embodiments of the inven 
tion. The system comprises a spatial audio encoding device 
501 which receives audio information to be encoded. The 
encoded audio data is transmitted to a spatial audio render 
ing device 503 via a suitable communication medium 505. 
The spatial audio rendering device 503 is furthermore 
coupled to a set of speakers associated with a given spatial 
speaker configuration. 
0080. The audio data provided to the spatial audio encod 
ing device 501 may be provided in different forms and 
generated in different ways. For example, the audio data may 
be audio captured from microphones and/or may be syn 
thetically generated audio Such as for example for computer 
games applications. The audio data may include a number of 
components that may be encoded as individual audio 
objects, such as e.g. specific synthetically generated audio 
objects or microphones arranged to capture a specific audio 
Source. Such as e.g. a single instrument. 
0081. Each audio object typically corresponds to a single 
Sound source. Thus, in contrast to audio channels, and in 
particular audio channels of a conventional spatial multi 
channel signal, the audio objects do not comprise compo 
nents from a plurality of Sound sources that may have 
substantially different positions. Similarly, each audio object 
provides a full representation of the sound source. Each 
audio object is thus typically associated with spatial position 
data for only a single sound source. Specifically, each audio 
object may be considered a single and complete represen 
tation of a Sound source and may be associated with a single 
spatial position. 
0082 Furthermore, the audio objects are not associated 
with any specific rendering configuration and are specifi 
cally not associated with any specific spatial configuration of 
Sound transducers. Thus, in contrast to traditional spatial 
Sound channels which are typically associated with a spe 
cific spatial speaker setup, such as in particular a surround 
Sound setup, audio objects are not defined with respect to 
any specific spatial rendering configuration. 
0083. The spatial audio encoding device 501 is arranged 
to generate an encoded signal which includes a downmix 
and data characterizing one or more audio objects. The 
downmix may in Some embodiments be a residual downmix 
corresponding to a representation of an audio scene but 
without the audio objects that are represented by the audio 
object data. However, often the transmitted downmix 
includes the audio objects such that a direct rendering of the 
downmix will result in a rendering of all audio sources of the 
Sound Scene. This may provide backward compatibility. 
0084. The encoded audio stream may be communicated 
through any suitable communication medium including 
direct communication or broadcast links. For example, com 
munication may be via the Internet, data networks, radio 
broadcasts etc. The communication medium may alterna 
tively or additionally be via a physical storage medium Such 
as a CD, Blu-Ray TM disc, memory card etc. 
0085. The output of the spatial audio rendering device 
503 is arranged to match the spatial speaker configuration. 
The spatial speaker configuration may be a nominal, refer 
ence, or assumed spatial speaker configuration. Thus, the 
actual position of speakers used for the rendering of the 
audio signal may vary from the spatial speaker configuration 
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although users will typically strive to provide as close a 
correlation between the spatial speaker configuration and the 
actual speaker positions as is practically feasible. 
I0086 Also, in some embodiments the spatial speaker 
configuration may represent virtual speakers. For example, 
for a binaural spatial rendering system (e.g. based on Head 
Related Transfer Functions), the rendering of the audio 
output may be via headphones emulating e.g. a surround 
sound setup. Alternatively the number of virtual speakers 
may be much higher than typical speaker setups providing a 
higher spatial resolution for rendering audio objects. 
I0087. The system of FIG. 5 thus uses an encoding 
approach that Supports audio objects and which specifically 
may use approaches known from SAOC and 3DAA. 
I0088. The system of FIG. 5 may accordingly be seen to 
provide a first differentiation between different types of 
Sound components in the audio scene by encoding some 
Sound components as specific audio objects represented by 
specific data characterizing the audio objects, whereas other 
Sound components are only encoded in the downmix, i.e. for 
these other sound components a plurality of Sound sources 
are typically encoded together in the channel(s) of the 
downmix. Typically, this approach is suitable for encoding 
specific point like sources as audio objects that can be 
panned to a specific position, while encoding the more 
diffuse sound components as a combined downmix. How 
ever, the Inventors of the current invention have realized that 
a simple differentiation into diffuse and non-diffuse (and 
specifically into audio objects and diffuse sound) is subop 
timal. Indeed, it has been realized that the Sound scene may 
contain typically four different types of Sound components: 
I0089. 1. Spatially specific (point-like) sources that have 
been transmitted as individual audio objects (in the fol 
lowing sometimes referenced by O), 

0090 2. Spatially specific (point) sources that have not 
been transmitted as individual audio objects (in the fol 
lowing sometimes referenced by O.), 

0091 3. A diffuse sound source that has a specific spatial 
area of origin, Such as for example a small choir (in the 
following sometimes referenced by O.), and 

0092 4. An omnidirectional diffuse sound field, for 
example ambient noise or reverberation (in the following 
sometimes referenced by Os). 

0093 Traditional systems merely seek to differentiate 
between diffuse and non-diffuse sound components. For 
example, 3DAA render all of the sound components of the 
latter three categories by an undifferentiated rendering of a 
residual downmix from which the audio components have 
been extracted. However, since the residual downmix still 
includes signal components that are related to audio sources 
with some spatial characteristics (e.g. point Sources, diffuse 
Sound sources with some direction Such as a choir and 
diffuse signal) as well as audio sources with essentially no 
spatial characteristics (such as ambience or reverberation) 
the combined rendering results in a Suboptimal rendering. 
0094. In the system of FIG. 5, information is provided 
from the encoder which also allows a differentiated render 
ing of the latter categories. Specifically, a diffuseness param 
eter is generated in the encoder which represents the degree 
of diffuseness of the residual downmix. This allows the 
decoder/renderer to divide the residual downmix into a part 
that can be rendered as appropriate for point like Sound 
Sources and a part that can be rendered as appropriate for 
diffuse sound. The diffuseness parameter may specifically 
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indicate how large a proportion of each downmix channel 
that should be rendered respectively as point Sources and as 
diffuse sound. The diffuseness parameter may be a param 
eter allowing for a good split between the two types of audio 
components. For example, the diffuseness parameter may 
include filter parameters characterizing how the different 
audio components can be rendered at the decoder. 
0095. Furthermore, the diffusion parameter is direction 
dependent thereby allowing spatial characteristics to be 
reproduced for diffuse sounds. For example, the diffuseness 
parameter may indicate different portions of point Source 
and diffuse sound for different channels of the downmix with 
each channel of the downmix being associated with a 
different spatial rendering position. This may be used by the 
spatial audio rendering device 503 to render a different 
proportion of each downmix channel as respectively non 
diffuse and diffuse sound. Specifically, depending on the 
amount of diffuseness and directionality of the sound 
sources of the second type (O2), these may be partly 
rendered as either point sources (O1) or diffuse sound (O3). 
0096. The direction dependent diffuseness parameter 
may also provide improved adaptation to various rendering 
speaker configurations. The approach uses a characterization 
of the diffuse sound field which is independent of reproduc 
tion setup. The data stream transmitted from the spatial 
audio encoding device 501 can, by the spatial audio encod 
ing device 501 be translated to speaker signals for a given 
speaker setup. 
0097. In the system of FIG. 5, the audio data provided to 
the spatial audio encoding device 501 is used to create a 
downmix, (Such as a 5.1 channel downmix that can readily 
be rendered by legacy Surround Sound rendering equipment) 
using a downmix matrix (D). A number of audio objects (O) 
are transmitted along with the compatible downmix. As part 
of the object selection process, a diffuseness parameter I. 
is in the example determined with a specific value being 
provided for each downmix channel (index c) and (option 
ally) frequency band (index f). 
0098. At the spatial audio rendering device 503, a 
residual downmix corresponding to the received downmix 
with the audio objects (O) extracted (the residual downmix 
thus containing O+O+O) is determined by using the 
downmix matrix D. The residual downmix is then rendered 
based on the diffuseness parameter I. 
0099 For example, diffuse signal components can be 
separated from point Source components using the diffuse 
ness parameter I. The resulting point source components 
can then be panned to the speaker positions of the current 
rendering configuration. The diffuse signal components are 
first decorrelated and are then rendered e.g. from the speaker 
positions that are closest to the position of the corresponding 
downmix signals intended speaker position. Due to the 
spatial discrepancy between diffuse components and direct 
components, the decorrelation may provide an improved 
audio quality. The distribution of the sound components that 
are diffuse but have spatial characteristics are partly ren 
dered as diffuse sound components and as spatially specific 
Sound components with the separation being based on the 
diffuseness parameters I. Thus, the diffuseness parameter 
I'... generated by the spatial audio encoding device 501 
provides information on characteristics of the residual 
downmix which allows the spatial audio rendering device 
503 to implement a differentiated rendering of the residual 
downmix Such that this corresponds more closely to the 
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original audio scene. Alternatively, the diffuse signals may 
be rendered to the intended positions on the speaker con 
figuration using panning, followed by decorrelation. The 
decorrelation removes the correlation introduced by the 
panning. This approach is particularly beneficial in diffuse 
components with spatial characteristics. 
0100 FIG. 6 illustrates some elements of the spatial 
audio encoding device 501 in more detail. The spatial audio 
encoding device 501 comprises an encoder 601 which 
receives audio data describing an audio scene. In the 
example, the audio scene includes Sound components of all 
four types of Sound O, O, O, O. The audio data repre 
senting the audio scene may be provided as discrete and 
individual data characterizing each of the individual Sound 
types. For example, a synthetic audio scene may be gener 
ated and data for each audio source may be provided as an 
individual and separate set of audio data. As another 
example, the audio data may be represented by audio signals 
e.g. generated by a plurality of microphones capturing Sound 
in an audio environment. In some scenarios a separate 
microphone signal may be provided for each audio source. 
Alternatively or additionally, some or all of the individual 
Sound Sources may be combined into one or more of the 
microphone signals. In some embodiments, individual 
Sound components may be derived from combined micro 
phone signals, e.g. by audio beam forming etc. 
0101 The encoder 601 proceeds to generate encoded 
audio data representing the audio scene from the received 
audio data. The encoder 601 represents the audio by a 
downmix and a number of individual audio objects. 
0102 For example, the encoder 601 may perform a 
mixing operation to mix the audio components represented 
by the input audio data into a suitable downmix. The 
downmix may for example be a mono-downmix, a B-format 
representation downmix, a stereo downmix, or a 5.1 down 
mix. This downmix can be used by legacy (non-audio object 
capable) equipment. For example, a 5.1 spatial sound ren 
dering system can directly use the 5.1 compatible downmix. 
The downmixing is performed in accordance with any 
Suitable approach. Specifically, the downmix may be per 
formed using a downmix matrix D which may also be 
communicated to the spatial audio rendering device 503. 
0103) The downmix may also be created by a mixing 
engineer. 
0104. The encoder furthermore generates audio data 
characterizing a number of audio objects (O). These audio 
objects are typically the most important point like Sound 
Sources of the audio scene, such as the most dominant 
musical instruments in a capture of a concert. This process 
may also be controlled by the maximum allowed bit rate. In 
that sense a bit rate scalable solution is realized. By repre 
senting them as individual audio objects they can be indi 
vidually processed at the rendering side, e.g. allowing the 
end user to individually filter, position, and set the audio 
level for each audio object. The audio objects (O) may be 
encoded as separate data, i.e. with the audio object data fully 
characterizing the audio object (as is possible using 3DAA) 
or may be encoded relative to the downmix, e.g. by provid 
ing parameters describing how to generate the audio objects 
from the downmix (as is done in SAOC). 
0105. The encoder typically also generates a description 
of the intended audio scene. For example a spatial position 
for each audio object, allowing the spatial rendering device 
(503) to provide an improved audio quality. 
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0106. In the example, the generated downmix thus rep 
resents the entire audio scene including all sound compo 
nents O, O, O, O. This allows the downmix to be directly 
rendered without any complex or further processing being 
required. However, in Scenarios where the audio objects are 
extracted and individually rendered, the renderer should not 
render the entire downmix but only the remaining compo 
nents after the audio objects have been extracted (i.e. O, O, 
O). The downmix of the sound stage with the audio objects 
extracted are referred to as a residual downmix and repre 
sents the audio scene with the Sound components that are 
individually coded as audio objects being removed. 
0107. In many embodiments, the encoder 601 may gen 
erate a downmix which includes all the audio components 
(O, O, O, O.), i.e. a downmix which also includes the 
separately encoded audio objects (O). This downmix may be 
communicated together with the data characterizing the 
audio objects. In other embodiments, the encoder 601 may 
generate a downmix which does not include the separately 
encoded audio objects (O) but only the non-separately 
encoded audio objects. Thus, in some embodiments, the 
encoder 601 may only generate the residual downmix, e.g. 
by only mixing the associated sound components (O, O, 
O) and ignoring the Sound components that are to be 
encoded as individual audio objects. 
0108. The encoder 601 is furthermore coupled to a dif 
fuseness processor 603 which is fed the downmix. The 
diffuseness processor 603 is arranged to generate a direction 
dependent diffuseness parameter indicative of a degree/level 
of diffuseness of the residual downmix. 
0109. In some embodiments, the diffuseness parameter 
may be indicative of a degree/level of diffuseness of the 
(non-residual) downmix. Specifically, it may be indicative of 
a degree of diffuseness for a full downmix transmitted from 
the encoder 501. In such a case, the decoder 503 may 
generate a diffuseness parameter indicative of a degree of 
diffuseness in the residual downmix from the received 
diffuseness parameter. Indeed, in some embodiments, the 
same parameter values may be used directly. In other 
embodiments, the parameter values may e.g. be compen 
sated for the energy of extracted audio objects etc. Thus, a 
diffuseness parameter descriptive of the full (non-residual) 
downmix will inherently also be descriptive and indicative 
of the residual downmix. 
0110. In some embodiments, the diffuseness processor 
603 may receive the downmix including the audio objects O 
and therefrom generate a residual downmix by extracting the 
objects O. In embodiments wherein the encoder 601 directly 
generates the residual downmix, the diffuseness processor 
603 may directly receive the residual downmix. 
0111. The diffuseness processor 603 may generate the 
direction dependent diffuseness parameter in any Suitable 
way. For example, the diffuseness processor 603 may evalu 
ate each channel of the residual downmix to determine a 
diffuseness parameter for that channel. This may for 
example be done by evaluating the common energy levels 
over the channels of the residual downmix and alternatively 
or additionally over time. Since diffuse components typi 
cally have a direction independent character. Alternatively, 
the relative contribution of the components O, and O. to the 
residual downmix channels may be evaluated to derive the 
diffuseness parameter. 
0112. In some embodiments, the diffuseness processor 
603 may directly receive the input audio data and the 
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downmix matrix (D) and may therefrom generate a diffuse 
ness parameter. For example, the input data may character 
ize whether individual sound components are diffuse or 
point like, and the diffuseness processor 603 may for each 
channel of the downmix generate a diffuseness value which 
indicates the proportion of the energy of the channel which 
has originated from diffuse sources relative to the proportion 
that originated from point like Sources. 
0113. The diffuseness processor 603 thus generates a 
direction dependent diffuseness parameter which for each 
channel of the downmix indicates how large a proportion of 
signal of the channel corresponds to diffuse Sound and how 
much corresponds to non-diffuse Sound. 
0114. The diffuseness parameter may further be fre 
quency dependent and specifically the determination of 
values of the diffuseness parameter may be performed in 
individual frequency bands. Typically the frequency bands 
may be logarithmically divided over the full frequency range 
to ensure a perceptual relevant distribution. 
0115 The encoder 601 and the diffuseness processor 603 
are coupled to an output circuit 605 which generates an 
encoded data stream which comprises the downmix gener 
ated by the encoder 601 (i.e. either the residual downmix or 
the full audio scene downmix), the data characterizing, the 
audio objects, and the direction dependent diffuseness 
parameter. 
0116 FIG. 7 illustrates an example of elements of the 
spatial audio rendering device 503. The spatial audio ren 
dering device 503 comprises a receiver which receives the 
encoded audio stream from the spatial audio encoding 
device 501. Thus, the spatial audio rendering device 503 
receives the encoded audio stream that comprises a repre 
sentation of the audio scene in the form of the sound 
components O represented by audio objects and the Sound 
components O, O, O. and possibly O represented by a 
downmix. 
0117 The receiver 701 is arranged to extract the audio 
object data and to feed them to an audio object decoder 703 
which is arranged to recreate the audio objects O. It will be 
appreciated that a traditional approach for recreating the 
audio objects may be used and that local rendering side 
manipulations may be applied Such as a user specific spatial 
positioning, filtering or mixing. The audio objects are cre 
ated to match a given speaker setup used by the spatial audio 
rendering device 503. The audio object decoder 703 accord 
ingly generates a set of signals that match the specific spatial 
speaker configuration which is used by the spatial audio 
rendering device 503 to reproduce the encoded audio scene. 
0118. In the example of FIG. 7, the encoded audio stream 
comprises a full downmix of the audio scene. Thus, when 
the audio objects are explicitly rendered as in the example of 
FIG. 7, the rendering of the downmix should not include the 
audio objects but should instead be based on a residual 
downmix which does not include the audio objects. Accord 
ingly, the spatial audio rendering device 503 of FIG. 7 
comprises a residual processor 705 which is coupled to the 
receiver 701 and the audio object decoder 703. The residual 
processor 705 receives the full downmix as well as audio 
object information and it then proceeds to extract the audio 
objects from the downmix to generate the residual downmix. 
The extracting process must extract the audio objects 
complementary to how they were included in the downmix 
in the encoder 601. This may be achieved by applying the 
same mix matrix operation to the audio objects that was used 
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to generate the downmix at the encoder and accordingly this 
matrix (D) may be communicated in the encoded audio 
Stream. 

0119. In the example of FIG. 7, the residual processor 
705 thus generates the residual downmix but it will be 
appreciated that in embodiments wherein the residual down 
mix is encoded in the encoded audio stream, this may be 
used directly. 
0120. The residual downmix is fed to a diffuse sound 
processor 707 and a non-diffuse sound processor 709. The 
diffuse sound processor 707 proceeds to render (at least part 
of) the downmix signal using rendering approaches/tech 
niques that are suitable for diffuse sound and the non-diffuse 
sound processor 709 proceeds to render (at least part of) the 
downmix signal using rendering approaches/techniques that 
are suitable for non-diffuse sound, and specifically which is 
suitable for point like sources. Thus, two different rendering 
processes are applied in parallel to the downmix to provide 
differentiated rendering. Furthermore, the diffuse sound pro 
cessor 707 and the non-diffuse sound processor 709 are fed 
the diffuseness parameter and adapt their processing in 
response to the diffuseness parameter. 
0121. As a low complexity example, a gain for respec 
tively the diffuse sound processor 707 and the non-diffuse 
sound processor 709 may be varied dependent on the 
diffuseness parameter. In particular, the gain for the diffuse 
sound processor 707 may be increased for an increased 
value of the diffuseness parameter and the gain for the 
non-diffuse sound processor 709 may be decreased for an 
increased value of the diffuseness parameter. Thus, the value 
of the diffuseness parameter controls how much the diffuse 
rendering is weighted relative to the non-diffuse rendering. 
0122) The diffuse sound processor 707 and the non 
diffuse sound processor 709 both apply a transformation to 
the residual downmix which transforms the residual down 
mix into a set of signals Suitable for rendering by the spatial 
speaker configuration used in the specific scenario. 
0123. The resulting signals from the audio object decoder 
703, the diffuse sound processor 707, and the non-diffuse 
sound processor 709 are fed to an output driver 709 wherein 
they are combined into a set of output signals. Specifically, 
each of the audio object decoder 703, the diffuse sound 
processor 707, and the non-diffuse sound processor 709 may 
generate a signal for each speaker of the spatial speaker 
configuration, and the output driver 709 may combine the 
signals for each speaker into a single driver signal for that 
speaker. Specifically, the signals may simply be Summed 
although in Some embodiments the combination may e.g. be 
user adjustable (e.g. allowing a user to change the perceived 
proportion of diffuse sound relative to non-diffuse sound). 
0.124. The diffuse sound processor 707 includes a deco 
rrelation process in the generation of the set of diffuse 
signals. For example, for each channel of the downmix, the 
diffuse sound processor 707 may apply a decorrelator which 
results in the generation of audio which is decorrelated with 
respect to that which is presented by the non-diffuse sound 
processor 709. This ensures that the sound components 
generated by the diffuse sound processor 707 are indeed 
perceived as diffuse Sound rather than as Sound originating 
from specific positions. 
(0.125. The spatial audio rendering device 503 of FIG. 7 
accordingly generates the output signal as a combination of 
Sound components generated by three parallel paths with 
each path providing different characteristics with respect to 
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the perceived diffuseness of the rendered sound. The weight 
ing of each path may be varied to provide a desired diffuse 
ness characteristic for the rendered audio stage. Further 
more, this weighting can be adjusted based on information 
of the diffuseness in the audio scene provided by the 
encoder. Furthermore, the use of a direction dependent 
diffuseness parameter allows the diffuse sound to be ren 
dered with some spatial characteristics. In addition, the 
system allows a spatial audio rendering device 503 to adapt 
the received encoded audio signal to be rendered with many 
different spatial speaker configurations. 
I0126. In the spatial audio rendering device 503 of FIG. 7, 
the relative contribution of the signals from the diffuse sound 
processor 707 and the non-diffuse sound processor 709 are 
weighted Such that an increasing value of the diffuseness 
parameter (i.e. indicative of increasing diffuseness) will 
increase the contribution of the diffuse sound processor 707 
in the output signal relative to the contribution of the 
non-diffuse sound processor 709. Thus, an increasing dif 
fuseness being indicated by the encoder will result in the 
output signal containing a higher proportion of the diffuse 
Sound generated from the downmix in comparison to the 
non-diffuse sound generated from the downmix. 
I0127 Specifically, for a given channel of the residual 
downmix, a first weight or gain for the non-diffuse Sound 
processor 709 may be decreased for an increasing diffuse 
ness parameter value. At the same time, a second weight or 
gain for the diffuse sound processor 707 may be increased 
for an increasing diffuseness parameter value. 
0128. Furthermore, in some embodiments, the first 
weight and the second weight can be determined such that 
a combination of the two weights has a Substantially signal 
independent value. Specifically, the first weight and the 
second weight may be determined such that the combined 
energy of the signals generated by the diffuse sound pro 
cessor 707 and the non-diffuse sound processor 709 is 
substantially independent of the value of the diffuseness 
parameter. This may allow the energy level of components 
of the output signal generated from the downmix to corre 
spond to the downmix. Thus, variations in diffuseness 
parameter values will not be perceived as a change in the 
sound volume but only in the diffuseness characteristics of 
the Sounds. 
I0129. In this respect, the two weights may need to be 
generated differently depending on the adaptations in cross 
correlation between the two paths from 707 and 709. For 
example, in case a diffuse component (O+O) is processed 
by a decorrelator, the energy may be decreased when recom 
bined with the non-diffuse component (O). This can be 
compensated by, for example, using a higher gain for the 
non-diffuse component. Alternatively, the weighting in the 
output stage (711) can be determined accordingly. 
0.130. As a specific example, the processing of the diffuse 
sound processor 707 and the non-diffuse sound processor 
709 may be independent of the diffuseness parameter except 
for a single gain setting for each channel of the residual 
downmix. 
I0131 For example, a residual downmix channel signal 
may be fed to the diffuse sound processor 707 and the 
non-diffuse sound processor 709. The diffuse sound proces 
sor 707 may multiply the signal by a factor of V and then 
continue to apply the diffuseness parameter independent 
processing (including the decorrelation). The non-diffuse 
sound processor 709 in contrast multiplies the signal by a 
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factor of V1-1 and then continues to apply the diffuseness 
parameter independent processing (with no decorrelation). 
0132 Alternatively, the multiplication of the diffuse sig 
nal with a factor dependent of the diffuseness parameter may 
be applied after processing by the diffuse sound processor 
707 or as a last or intermediate step in the diffuse sound 
processor 707. A similar approach may be applied for the 
non-diffuse sound processor 709. 
0133. In the system, the diffuseness parameter provides a 
separate value for each of the downmix channels (in case of 
a plurality of channels) and thus the multiplication factors 
(gains) will be different for the different channels thereby 
allowing a spatially differentiated separation between diffuse 
and non-diffuse Sounds. This may provide improved user 
experience and may in particular improve rendering for 
diffuse sounds with some spatial characteristics, such as a 
choir. 
0134. In some embodiments, the diffuseness parameter 
can be frequency dependent. For example, a separate value 
may be provided for each of a set of frequency intervals (e.g. 
ERB or BARK bands). The residual downmix may be 
converted to the frequency band (or may already be a 
frequency band representation) with the diffuseness param 
eter dependent Scaling being performed in the frequency 
band. Indeed, the remaining processing may also be per 
formed in the frequency domain, and a conversion to the 
time domain may e.g. only be performed after the signals of 
the three parallel paths have been combined. 
0135) It will be appreciated that the specific processing 
applied by the diffuse sound processor 707 and the non 
diffuse sound processor 709 may depend on the specific 
preferences and requirements of the specific embodiments. 
0136. The processing of the non-diffuse sound processor 
709 will typically be based on an assumption of the pro 
cessed signal (e.g. the residual downmix after a diffuseness 
parameter dependent weighting) contains point like Sound 
components. Accordingly, it may use panning techniques to 
convert from a given spatial position associated with a 
channel of the residual downmix to signals for speakers at 
the specific positions of the spatial speaker configuration. 
0.137 As an example, the non-diffuse sound processor 
709 may apply panning to the downmix channels for 
improved positioning of the point-like Sound components on 
the spatial speaker configuration. In contrast to diffuse 
components, panned contributions of point-sources must be 
correlated to obtain a phantom source between two or more 
speakers. 
0.138. In contrast the operation of the diffuse sound 
processor 707 will typically not seek to maintain the spatial 
characteristics of the channels of the downmix channels but 
will rather try to distribute the sound between channels such 
that spatial characteristics are removed. Furthermore, the 
decorrelation ensures that the sound is perceived to be 
differentiated from that resulting from the non-diffuse sound 
processor 709 and such that the impact of differences 
between spatial positions of the rendering speakers and the 
assumed spatial positions is mitigated. Some examples of 
how the diffuse sound processor 707 may generate rendering 
signals for different spatial speaker configurations will be 
described. 
0.139. The approach of the described system is particu 
larly Suitable for adapting the encoded audio stream to 
different spatial rendering configurations. For example, dif 
ferent end users may use the same encoded audio signal with 
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different spatial speaker configurations (i.e. with different 
real or virtual audio transducer positions). For example, 
Some end-users may have five spatial channel speakers, 
other users may have seven spatial channel speakers etc. 
Also, the positions of a given number of speakers may vary 
substantially between different setups or indeed with time 
for the same setup. 
0140. The system of FIG. 5 may thus convert from a 
residual downmix representation using N spatial channels to 
a spatial rendering configuration with M real or virtual 
speaker positions. The following description will focus on 
how the diffuse sound can be rendered using different spatial 
speaker configurations. 
0.141. The diffuse sound processor 707 may first generate 
one diffuse signal from each channel of the downmix by 
applying a decorrelation to the signal of the channel (and 
Scaling in accordance with the diffuseness parameter) 
thereby generating N diffuse signals. 
0142. The further operation may depend on the charac 
teristics of the spatial speaker configuration relative to the 
downmix, and specifically on the relative number of spatial 
channels of each (i.e. on the number N of channels in the 
residual downmix/generated diffuse sound signals and the 
number M of real or virtual speakers in the spatial speaker 
configuration). 
0.143 Firstly, it is noted that the spatial speaker configu 
ration may not be distributed equidistantly in the listening 
environment. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 8, the 
concentration of speakers may often be higher towards the 
front than towards the sides or to the back. 
0144. This may be taken into consideration by the system 
of FIG. 5. Specifically, the diffuse sound processor 707 may 
be arranged to adjust an audio level/gain for the generated 
diffuse signals depending on a proximity between the speak 
ers. For example, the level/gain for a given channel may be 
dependent on the distance from the speaker position for that 
channel and the nearest speaker position or positions also 
used for diffuse rendering. The distance may be an angular 
distance. Such an approach may address that the speakers 
are typically not equally distributed. Therefore, after the 
diffuse Sound signals have been generated, the power in the 
individual speakers is adjusted to provide a homogenous 
diffuse sound field. Alternatively, the diffuseness can be 
given a spatial component by adjusting the powers in the 
individual speakers. 
0145 One approach to adjust the power to provide a 
homogenous Sound field is to divide the circle (or sphere in 
case of 3D) into sections that are represented by a single 
speaker (as indicated in FIG. 8). The relative power distri 
bution can then be determined as: 

6. 
Pelk) = 5. 

where 0 represents the angular width of the section corre 
sponding to speaker k. Similarly, in case of 3D the relative 
power distribution can be determined by the relative surface 
on a sphere represented by a speaker. 
0146 In some embodiments, the initial number of gen 
erated diffuse signals (corresponding to the number of 
channels in the downmix) may be identical to the number of 
speaker positions in the spatial speaker configuration, i.e. N 
may be equal to M. 
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0147 In some embodiments, where the spatial speaker 
configuration comprises a number of channels correspond 
ing to the number of channels in the residual downmix, the 
diffuse sound processor 707 may be arranged to map chan 
nels of the residual downmix to speaker positions of the 
spatial rendering configuration in response to spatial infor 
mation associated with the residual downmix. Alternatively 
or additionally they may simply be mapped randomly. Thus, 
for N=M diffuse signals may be mapped depending on 
spatial information for residual downmix channels or at 
random. 
0148 Specifically, the system can do this by trying to find 
the best possible match between the angles of the generated 
N diffuse sound signals (as transmitted to the decoder) and 
the angles of the speaker positions. If such information is not 
available, the signals may be represented in arbitrary order. 
0149. In many scenarios, the number of residual down 
mix channels, and thus the number of initially generated 
diffuse channels, may be less than the number of spatial 
channels output by the spatial audio rendering device 503, 
i.e. the number of speaker positions in the spatial speaker 
configuration may be less than the number of residual 
downmix channels, N<M. 
0150. In such a scenario, more than one decorrelation 
may be applied to at least one of the channels of the residual 
downmix. Thus, two or more decorrelated audio signals may 
be generated from a single downmix channel resulting in 
two or more diffuse Sound signals being generated from a 
single residual downmix channel. By applying two different 
decorrelations on the same channel, the resulting signals can 
also be generated to be decorrelated with each other thereby 
providing a diffuse sound. 
0151. In scenarios wherein the residual downmix com 
prises two or more channels and two or more additional 
output channels are to be generated, it will typically be 
advantageous to use more than one of the residual downmix 
channels. For example, if two new diffuse Sound signals are 
to be generated and the residual downmix is a stereo signal, 
one new diffuse sound signal may be generated by applying 
a decorrelation to one of the stereo downmix channels and 
the other new diffuse sound signal may be generated by 
applying a decorrelation to the other stereo downmix chan 
nel. Indeed, since the diffuse sounds of the two stereo 
downmix channels are typically highly decorrelated, the 
same decorrelation may be applied in sequence to the two 
Stereo downmix channels to generate two new diffuse Sound 
signals, which are not only decorrelated with respect to the 
diffuse sound of the residual downmix channels but also 
with respect to each other. 
0152. It may be advantageous to consider the spatial 
speaker configuration when generating decorrelated signals. 
For example, the diffuse sound of the residual downmix 
channels may be mapped to the speakers in the configuration 
that are spatially closest to the corresponding downmix 
channels intended spatial position. The decorrelated signals 
can be fed to the remaining speakers, using the closest 
downmix channel as an input to the decorrelator. 
0153. Thus, in an embodiment where the number of 
speakers in the speaker setup is larger than the number of 
channels in the residual downmix, additional diffuse Sound 
signals may need to be generated. 
0154 E.g. if a monophonic residual downmix is received, 
an additional diffuse Sound signal can be generated by 
applying a decorrelation thereto. A third diffuse sound signal 
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can be generated by applying a different decorrelation to the 
monophonic residual downmix etc. 
0.155. It will be appreciated that the approach may further 
introduce appropriate Scaling of the individual decorrela 
tions to provide energy conservation for the diffused sound. 
Thus, the processing involved in the diffused sound field 
signal generation may simply consist of applying decorre 
lation and optional scaling to ensure that the total diffuse 
Source energy remains the same. 
0156. In case more than one channel of the residual 
downmix is present, i.e., N>1, it is typically advantageous to 
derive the additional diffuse sound signals in a balanced 
manner using as many channels of the residual downmix as 
is practical. For example, if two channels of the residual 
downmix are transmitted and four diffuse Sound signals are 
required, two decorrelations may advantageously be applied 
to each of the two residual downmix channels rather than 
applying three or four decorrelations to one of the residual 
downmix channels. 
0157. In many cases it may be advantageously to use the 
diffuse signals from the residual downmix as such and 
generate only the missing signals using one or more deco 
rrelators. 
0158. It will be appreciated that the decorrelations to 
generate additional diffuse sound signals need not be applied 
directly to the signals of the residual downmix but may be 
applied to the already decorrelated signals. For example, a 
first diffuse sound signal is generated by applying a decor 
relation to a signal of the residual downmix. The resulting 
signal is rendered directly. In addition, a second diffuse 
Sound signal is generated by applying a second decorrelation 
to the first diffuse sound signal. This second diffuse sound 
signal is then rendered directly. This approach is equivalent 
to applying two different decorrelations directly to the signal 
of the residual downmix where the overall decorrelation for 
the second diffuse sound signal corresponds to the combi 
nation of the first and second decorrelations. 
0159. It will be appreciated that the decorrelations to 
generate additional diffuse sound signals may also be 
applied after an estimate of the diffuse components has been 
made by the diffuse sound processor 707. This has the 
advantage that the signals as input to the decorrelations are 
of a more Suitable nature thereby increasing the audio 
quality. 
0160 Such an approach may be particularly efficient in 
many embodiments as the second decorrelation step may be 
reused for a plurality of first correlations, i.e. for plurality of 
residual downmix channels. 
0.161. In some scenarios, the diffuse sound processor 707 
may be arranged to generate fewer diffuse sound signals than 
speaker positions of the spatial speaker configuration. 
Indeed, in some scenarios it may provide improved diffused 
Sound perception to render the diffuse sound from only a 
subset of speaker positions. It is often difficult to either 
measure a diffuse Sound field (e.g. microphone signals of a 
Soundfield microphone are highly correlated) or to synthe 
size mutually decorrelated diffuse sound signals efficiently. 
With a high number of speakers, the added value of render 
ing diffuse signals on all speakers is limited, and in some 
cases the use of decorrelators may have a larger negative 
effect. Therefore it may in some scenarios be preferable to 
render only a few diffuse sound signals to the speakers. If the 
speaker signals are mutually correlated this can result in a 
Small Sweet spot. 
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0162. In some embodiments or scenarios, the number of 
channels of the residual downmix may exceed the number of 
speakers in the spatial speaker configuration, i.e. N>M. In 
this example, a number of channels (specifically N-M 
channels) of the residual downmix may simply be ignored 
and only M diffuse Sound signals may be generated. Thus, 
in this example, one correlation may be applied to each of 
M channels of the residual downmix thereby generating M 
diffuse Sound signals. The residual downmix channels to be 
used may be selected as those that are closest in terms of 
angle to the speaker positions of the spatial speaker con 
figuration, or may e.g. simply be selected randomly. 
0163. In other embodiments, downmix channels may be 
combined either before or after decorrelation. For example, 
two downmix channels may be summed and a decorrelation 
may be applied to the Sum signal to generate a diffuse Sound 
signal. In other embodiments, decorrelations may be applied 
to two downmix signals and the resulting decorrelated 
signals may be Summed. Such an approach may ensure that 
all (diffuse) sound components are represented in the output 
diffuse signal. 
0164. In some embodiments, the diffuse sound processor 
707 may be arranged to generate the diffuse sound signals 
Such that they correspond to a sideways rendering for the 
(nominal or reference) listening position of the spatial 
speaker configuration. For example, two diffuse channels 
may be rendered from opposite sides of a nominal or 
reference frontal direction (between 75° to 105° to the right 
and left). 
0.165 Thus, as a low complexity alternative to generating 
additional signals via a decorrelation process, the synthesis 
of the diffuse sound field may be conducted by generating a 
low number of (virtual) diffuse sound signals to the left and 
right position of the Subject, i.e., at an angle of around 
+/-90° with respect to the front listening/viewing direction. 
E.g. if N=2, and the signals are to be generated for a regular 
5.1 set-up (at -110°, -30°, 0°, +30° and -110°, two virtual 
diffuse Sound signals may be generated by panning a first 
diffuse sound signal between the left surround (-110) and 
left front (-30) speakers at approximately -90°, the second 
diffuse Sound signal may be panned between the right front) 
(+30) and the right surround (+110) speakers at approxi 
mately +90°. The associated complexity is typically lower 
than when using additional decorrelations. However as a 
trade-off, the perceived quality of the diffuse sound field 
may be reduced, e.g. when turning the head (increased 
correlation) or moving outside of the Sweet spot (precedence 
effect). 
0166 It will be appreciated that any suitable representa 
tion of the residual downmix may be used, including a 
representation as a mono downmix, a stereo downmix or a 
Surround Sound 5.1 downmix. 
0167. In some embodiments, the residual downmix may 
be described using a B-format signal representation. This 
format represents four microphone signals corresponding to: 
0168 1. an omnidirectional microphone, 
0169 2. a figure-of-eight microphone in the front-back 
direction, 

0170 3. a figure-of-eight microphone in the left-right 
direction, and 

0171 4. a figure-of-eight microphone in the up-down 
direction. 

0172. The last microphone signal is sometimes omitted 
thereby limiting the description to the horizontal plane. The 
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B-format representation may often in practice be derived 
from an A-format representation which corresponds to sig 
nals from four cardioid microphones on the faces of a 
tetrahedron. 

(0173. In case the diffuse soundfield is described with an 
A-format or B-format signal representation, e.g. when the 
diffuse soundfield is recorded with a soundfield microphone, 
the speaker signals can be derived from this representation. 
Since A-format can be translated to B-format, which is 
commonly, and more easily, used for content generation, the 
further description will assume B-format recording. 
0.174. The constituent signals of a B-format representa 
tion can be mixed to create a different signal representing 
another virtual microphone signal of which the directionality 
can be controlled. This can be done creating virtual micro 
phones directed at the intended speaker positions, resulting 
in signals that can directly be sent to the corresponding 
speakers. 
0.175. It will be appreciated that the above description for 
clarity has described embodiments of the invention with 
reference to different functional circuits, units and proces 
sors. However, it will be apparent that any suitable distri 
bution of functionality between different functional circuits, 
units or processors may be used without detracting from the 
invention. For example, functionality illustrated to be per 
formed by separate processors or controllers may be per 
formed by the same processor or controllers. Hence, refer 
ences to specific functional units or circuits are only to be 
seen as references to suitable means for providing the 
described functionality rather than indicative of a strict 
logical or physical structure or organization. 
0176 The invention can be implemented in any suitable 
form including hardware, Software, firmware or any com 
bination of these. The invention may optionally be imple 
mented at least partly as computer software running on one 
or more data processors and/or digital signal processors. The 
elements and components of an embodiment of the inven 
tion may be physically, functionally and logically imple 
mented in any suitable way. Indeed the functionality may be 
implemented in a single unit, in a plurality of units or as part 
of other functional units. As such, the invention may be 
implemented in a single unit or may be physically and 
functionally distributed between different units, circuits and 
processors. 
0177 Although the present invention has been described 
in connection with some embodiments, it is not intended to 
be limited to the specific form set forth herein. Rather, the 
Scope of the present invention is limited only by the accom 
panying claims. Additionally, although a feature may appear 
to be described in connection with particular embodiments, 
one skilled in the art would recognize that various features 
of the described embodiments may be combined in accor 
dance with the invention. In the claims, the term comprising 
does not exclude the presence of other elements or steps. 
0.178 Furthermore, although individually listed, a plural 
ity of means, elements, circuits or method steps may be 
implemented by e.g. a single circuit, unit or processor. 
Additionally, although individual features may be included 
in different claims, these may possibly be advantageously 
combined, and the inclusion in different claims does not 
imply that a combination of features is not feasible and/or 
advantageous. Also the inclusion of a feature in one category 
of claims does not imply a limitation to this category but 
rather indicates that the feature is equally applicable to other 
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claim categories as appropriate. Furthermore, the order of 
features in the claims do not imply any specific order in 
which the features must be worked and in particular the 
order of individual steps in a method claim does not imply 
that the steps must be performed in this order. Rather, the 
steps may be performed in any Suitable order. In addition, 
singular references do not exclude a plurality. Thus refer 
ences to “a”, “an”, “first”, “second” etc. do not preclude a 
plurality. Reference signs in the claims are provided merely 
as a clarifying example shall not be construed as limiting the 
Scope of the claims in any way. 

1. A spatial audio encoding apparatus, comprising: 
a first circuit configured to generate encoded data repre 

senting an audio scene by a first downmix and data 
characterizing at least one audio object; 

a second circuit configured to generate a direction depen 
dent diffuseness parameter indicative of a degree of 
diffuseness of a residual downmix, the residual down 
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mix corresponding to a downmix of the audio scene 
with the at least one audio object being removed; and 

an output circuit for generating an output data stream 
comprising the first downmix, the data characterizing 
the at least one audio object, and the direction depen 
dent diffuseness parameter. 

2. A method of spatial audio encoding, comprising: 
generating encoded data representing an audio scene by a 

first downmix and data characterizing at least one audio 
object; 

generating a direction dependent diffuseness parameter 
indicative of a degree of diffuseness of a residual 
downmix, the residual downmix corresponding to a 
downmix of the audio scene with the at least one audio 
object being removed; and 

generating an output data stream comprising the first 
downmix, the data characterizing the at least one audio 
object, and the direction dependent diffuseness param 
eter. 


